<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>EGP Ref</th>
<th>Project Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Budget (USD)</th>
<th>Implementing Partner</th>
<th>Sponsoring Section</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>001/17</td>
<td>Pre-election familiarization and interaction with political parties</td>
<td>Monrovia</td>
<td>8,930.00</td>
<td>Governance Affairs Section and Office of the SRSG</td>
<td></td>
<td>The overall objective of the Pre-election familiarization and interaction with political parties is to offer an opportunity for interaction and deepening commitments to peaceful, violence-free elections made by both national and international stakeholders, particularly the leadership and members of registered political parties, and to offer a forum to exchange views on constructive and civil campaigning ahead of the start of the campaign period, in an international and friendly atmosphere. It further aims to strengthen the commitment of all stakeholders to ensure the conduct of free, fair, transparent elections in October and the peaceful transfer of power, with adherence to the importance of adhering to the Fortuna River Declaration, will be the core focus of this event.</td>
<td>- 240 participants including standard bearers, vice standard bearers and leadership of political parties, national institutions, diplomatic community, and international partners involved in the electoral process, UNMIL and UNCT gathered to participate in a one-day event to kick-off further commitment to peace.</td>
<td>Adherence to peaceful conduct of campaign events and mutual respect among political parties upheld through statements provided by UNMIL, SRSG, International Partners and National Institutions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>077/17</td>
<td>Pre-election familiarization and interaction with Female Candidates</td>
<td>Monrovia</td>
<td>8,549.00</td>
<td>Liberian Women National Political Forum</td>
<td>Gender Advisory Unit and Office of the SRSG</td>
<td>The overall objective of the proposed intervention is to promote an interface with candidates as a confidence building measure and post-election guidance with regard to practical ways of candidates reaching out to voters in a cost effective manner, given that financial constraints are major challenges for female candidates.</td>
<td>- 220 participants including UNMIL and the UNCT deliberated on a one day familiarization and interaction on practical ways of reaching out to voters.</td>
<td>Knowledge on how to strategize and to engage with the electorate in an effort to enhance opportunities of equal participation and representation of women in governance provided to approximately 160 female candidates.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>125/17</td>
<td>Support to peaceful political transition through post-election interaction with the two standard bearers in the election run-off</td>
<td>Monrovia</td>
<td>4,200.00</td>
<td>Boulevard Palace Hotel</td>
<td>UNSRSG/PAS</td>
<td>This project envisions the support towards national, regional and international efforts for the smooth, free and peaceful elections in Liberia. The main objective is aimed to secure smooth transition of political power in January 2018. Given the importance of the run-off election in December 2017, this intervention proposes to provide a platform, on which the UNMIL’s SRSG, in conjunction with his good offices and political support mandate, will engage with all stakeholders in the process of political transition, and encourage peaceful and democratic establishment of the new political structure. Further, it will provide the opportunity for all relevant actors participating in the democratic democratizing process, which include, the current President; the standard bearers in the run-off, respective Ministers, the International Community, Observing Missions, NEC and others, to exchange their views on the electoral process and commit to support a peaceful and effective political transition.</td>
<td>- National capacity enhanced for constructive engagement in political processes as elections, including addressing political disagreements in a democratic manner; through dialogue and the mechanisms of the respective institutions; - Result of the Presidential Run-off elections ultimately accepted as there can be only one winning side, while at the same time Liberia would be the biggest winner if the process of political transition concludes peacefully and result in strong, inclusive and representative democratic leadership; - The level of interaction and the messages of participants at the reception, as well as their actions related to the run-off results measured successfully.</td>
<td>Adherence to peaceful conduct of campaign events and mutual respect among female candidates supported through statements provided by the SRSG and other national and international partners. Communication between female candidates and the international community strengthened; and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>082/17</td>
<td>Renovation of AFL Barracks at Voinjama</td>
<td>Lofa</td>
<td>49,466.00</td>
<td>UNMIL Military Force</td>
<td></td>
<td>The overall objective is to support the Government of Liberia’s security transition plan which includes the deployment of the AFL throughout the country. This will be accomplished by renovating three (3) buildings that will serve as barracks and office space for a platoon plus sized element from the AFL Infantry Brigade.</td>
<td>- Three buildings renovated as barracks and office space to house 30-45 personnel representing a platoon plus from the Infantry Brigade Group in Voinjama, Lofa County.</td>
<td>Mitigation of the impact of UNMIL draw-down, UNMIL aviation support to reach those areas in times of security incidents would no longer be required.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNMIL QUICK IMPACT PROJECT UNIT**

**Summary of Projects formally closed - 21 March 2018**

- Direct: 240 representatives from the leadership and members of political parties, the heads of government agencies and security institutions, the GC, BCL, NEC, UNMIL and UNCT, ECOWA, AU, donor partners including the NEA, Carter Center, EU, IFES, and as representatives of civil society (especially from youth and women’s organizations).
- Indirect: Approximately 5.5 million people (estimated population of Liberia)
5. **2nd Capacity Building and Training of Religious and Political Leaders**
   - **Location:** Montserrado
   - **Budget:** 11,505.00
   - **Objective:** Enhance the capacity of legal representatives of political parties in religious leaders on election dispute processes.
   - **Outcomes:**
     - Strengthened capacity of legal representatives of political parties in religious leaders on election dispute processes.
     - Increased awareness among religious leaders on the implementation of the election dispute resolution mechanisms.
     - Improved cooperation between religious leaders and political parties.
     - Enhanced ability of religious leaders to mediate election disputes.
     - Increased voter turnout and confidence in the electoral process.

6. **Conduct Review of Case Files of Pretrial Detention**
   - **Location:** Monrovia
   - **Budget:** 21,855.00
   - **Objective:** Review cases of pretrial detention and reduce prison overcrowding.
   - **Outcomes:**
     - Reduced number of pretrial detainees by 40% in 2017.
     - Decreased number of backlog cases.
     - Improved handling of pretrial cases.
     - Increased efficiency in the pretrial detention process.

7. **Action for Peace**
   - **Location:** Margibi and Montserrado
   - **Budget:** 14,500.00
   - **Objective:** Mobilize commercial motorcyclists to serve as agents for change and mobilizing the message of peace in Liberia.
   - **Outcomes:**
     - Increased participation of commercial motorcyclists in peace-related activities.
     - Improved non-violent advocacy and conflict resolution.
     - Enhanced communication between communities and government.
     - Increased voter participation and turnout.

8. **Mobilizing Commercial Motorcyclists to Serve as Agents for Change and Promoting the Message of Peace in Liberia**
   - **Location:** Montserrado
   - **Budget:** 37,170.00
   - **Objective:** Mobilize commercial motorcyclists to serve as agents for change and promote the message of peace in Liberia.
   - **Outcomes:**
     - Increased participation of commercial motorcyclists in peace-related activities.
     - Improved non-violent advocacy and conflict resolution.
     - Enhanced communication between communities and government.
     - Increased voter participation and turnout.

9. **Strengthening Civil Society Capacity to Mediate Election Disputes**
   - **Location:** Montserrado
   - **Budget:** 38,701.00
   - **Objective:** Strengthen civil society capacity to mediate election disputes.
   - **Outcomes:**
     - Increased capacity of civil society organizations to mediate election disputes.
     - Improved understanding of election dispute resolution mechanisms.
     - Increased participation of civil society organizations in election dispute resolution.
     - Reduced instances of election-related violence.

10. **Reducing Causes of Violence Before, During and After Elections**
    - **Location:** Montserrado
    - **Budget:** 46,814.00
    - **Objective:** Reduce violence before, during, and after elections.
    - **Outcomes:**
      - Decreased incidence of election-related violence.
      - Improved understanding of non-violent election processes.
      - Increased voter participation and turnout.
      - Reduced instances of harassment and intimidation.

---

**Voter Turnout**

- **Objectives:**
  - Stimulate high voter turnout.
  - Ensure free and fair elections.
  - Promote non-violent elections.

- **Outcomes:**
  - Increased voter turnout.
  - Reduced instances of election-related violence.
  - Improved understanding of election dispute resolution mechanisms.
  - Enhanced cooperation between political parties and civil society.

---
120/77

Debriefing incident according capability of LNP SPF (PSU/EURG) Units

Multi County

9,250.00

7,981.00

6,890.00

UNPOL

30/06/17

Three days orientation workshop for LNP and LIS Policy Management Board (PMBs)

Monrovia

9,250.00

33,765.00

UNPOL

30/06/17

Supporting the operationalization of the operational units at the LNP HQ during the election period.

Monrovia

35,765.00

SKY TECH International (LIB) INC

30/06/17

Strengthening and decentralization of drug enforcement within the national police and law enforcement.

Monrovia

6,576.00

Densi Stationary Inc

30/06/17

Supplying of items at the National Police Training Academy

Monrovia

6,576.00

Teleco IT

30/06/17

Procurement of office equipment and materials for the operationalization of the Liberia Immigration Service Policy Management Board (QIP 080/17)

Monrovia

6,253.00

Teleco IT

30/06/17

The overall objective of the project is to support the Liberia Immigration Service (LIS) in the operationalization of its Policy Management Board (PMB) aimed at enhancing effective and efficient formulation and implementation of institutional legal and regulatory frameworks as well as delivery of law enforcement services in line with the LIS Act.

- Assisted office equipment and furniture procured and delivered to the LIS and used for the effective formalization of the PMB.
- The functionality of the LIS PMB is enhanced.
- The desired final draft regulations by the LIS PMB endorsed by the Minister of Justice and/or President through the LIS Commissioner General of Immigration. All administrative, legal and regulatory frameworks of the LIS PMB approved by the LIS Commissioner General of Immigration.
- Accountability, legal and regulatory framework with the LIS will be improved, strengthened and codified.
- Human Resource Management processes as well as gender mainstreaming within the LIS improved.
- The Regulations, Administrative instructions and other Legal instruments progressively promulgated to enable the LIS address its operational and administrative needs.

Project formally closed.

a) Direct: The Liberian National Police (LNP); 145 LNP Regional, County, Zonal and Sector Commanders.

b) Indirect: The programme is expected to benefit about 160,000 Police Officers working under Operations Department throughout the Regions, Counties and Zones comprising about 725 females and 3,208 males officers.

Project formally closed.

a) Direct: 10 officers of the Liberia National Police, Police Support Unit (LNP PSU).

b) Indirect: 140/304 (Male) – 1291 (Female) officers comprising the Liberia National Police, Police Support Unit.

Project formally closed.

a) Direct: 24 members (7 PMB members and 5 secretariat members for each LNP/LIS)

b) Indirect: 7,726 LNP and LIS officers of beneficiary institutions and the general public of Liberia

Project formally closed.

a) Direct: 48 (administrative personnel within operational units) 

b) Indirect: About 2, 642 officers (female 468)

Project formally closed.

a) Direct: The Liberian National Police (LNP), 145 LNP Regional, County, Zonal and Sector Commanders.

b) Indirect: The programme is expected to benefit about 160,000 Police Officers working under Operations Department throughout the Regions, Counties and Zones comprising about 725 females and 3,208 males officers.

Project formally closed.
The overall objective of the intervention will be directed towards empowering and conscientizing Faith Based Leaders on the prevention and response of SGBV in the communities. It aims to respond to the attainment of the following key strategic objectives:

- Empower faith based and community leaders to conduct training in their communities.
- Conduct training to strengthen and build skills of the local faith based leaders using video sessions and events to speak out against SGBV.
- Empower faith based leaders through information that will be provided on their rights - who to turn to when they are victimized and how faith leaders can help in addressing issues at hand through the referral system.
- Empower girls and women to participate more fully in the prevention of Sexual and Gender Based Violence.

The proposed intervention will cover three separate locations with 300 participants at each location, totaling 900 participants. The intervention is planned to take place from October 10, 2017 to November 30, 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Staffing</th>
<th>Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhancing Female Candidate's capacity to engage electorates</td>
<td>If the need arises</td>
<td>50 female members of CSOs and 20 Religious Leaders.</td>
<td>3,500 women and girls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Faith Based Leaders (Christian &amp; Muslim) on the issues of SGBV Tool List</td>
<td>If the need arises</td>
<td>Staff of INCHR Department of Gender Advisory Unit - GAU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipping of the LIS Security Operations during the 2017 General Elections</td>
<td>If the need arises</td>
<td>Techno I.T., Inc.</td>
<td>11,050.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Trafficking Recovery: Strengthening furniture and equipment</td>
<td>Montserrado</td>
<td>Police Training Academy (PTTA) and BAS Security</td>
<td>4,672.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Action Review (AAR) on Election Security Operations during the 2017 General Elections</td>
<td>Montserrado</td>
<td>National Police Protection Service Agents</td>
<td>6,432.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Rights monitoring and investigation</td>
<td>Montserrado</td>
<td>Foundation for Evaluation and Development - FEND</td>
<td>18,779.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campaign to promote reconciliation by Traditional and Religious leaders</td>
<td>Montserrado</td>
<td>Foundation for Evaluation and Development - FEND</td>
<td>18,779.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overall objective of the intervention is to strengthen the capacity of female candidates to fully participate in the electoral process and to engage with the electorate to make informed decisions. This project is part of the SRSG's Good Offices aimed at enhancing women's capacity to be a fellow aspirant and to be aware of their rights and how to address them in the future. The project is intended to enhance LI/PS monitoring capacities of the national borders to alleviate human trafficking through information sharing and intelligence gathering enhanced. Intra-agency and inter-agency modes of communication and information sharing supported through information technology equipment; and hence, cooperation, collaboration and reliability enhanced; and Creation of databases of victims of human trafficking and traffickers supported through computerized and internet-based communication platforms.

Direct: 5090 LNP Officers (including 963 female officers), 1,496 LI/PS Officers (including 756 female officers), 750 NPTA Officers, 750 LDEA Agents and 40 Executive Protection Service Agents.

Direct: A total of 62 Law Enforcement officers with at least 10 female officers participating in the After Action Review.

Direct: The program is expected to benefit about 7500 LNP Officers (including 953 female officers), 1,496 LI/PS Officers (including 756 female officers), 750 NPTA Officers, 750 LDEA Agents and 40 Executive Protection Service Agents.

Project formally closed.

Project formally closed.

Project formally closed.

Project formally closed.

Project formally closed.

Project formally closed.

Project formally closed.

Project formally closed.

Project formally closed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Montserrado</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Trauma informed intervention and victim support</td>
<td>36,716.00</td>
<td>National Association of Disabled Advocates (NADA)</td>
<td>The objective of this program is to support an effective response from the Government of Liberia and partners to trauma-informed survivors of sexual, gender-based, domestic and related forms of violence. Survivors of these forms of violence always lack support from government and their communities. In many other cases, they are blamed for having caused their own problems - thus deepening the trauma and psychosocial stress they experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Building the capacity of vulnerable youths through vocational skill training in the communities of Brewerville, Montserrado County</td>
<td>14,959.00</td>
<td>TECURD Institute Vocational/Technical Training Center</td>
<td>The aim and objective of this project is to provide short term skill training for vulnerable youth girls and boys, with special attention paid to young boys and girls engaged in prostitution, crime and drugs. The project will seek to build the confidence of these youth and to help them arrange alternatives in their lives, by ensuring that they have a trade that can give them a livelihood and provide income generating opportunities. The project will consist of formal classroom training, on the job training and apprenticeships support to cater the job market as well as psycho-social support through a partnership between the TECURD Institute and the Ministry of Youth and Sport. It will also help address high levels of homelessness amongst the youth population. Meanwhile, the overall objective will seek to improve the youth's income generation opportunities by providing opportunities to build the capacities of 50 youths to earn income.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Sensitizing borderline prone communities on environmental and hygiene education</td>
<td>37,470.00</td>
<td>Universal Employment Missions</td>
<td>The overall objective of this project is to ensure behavior change that will lead to the reduction in preventable diseases in Kollema, Centerville, Gbokoloh and Gbankaloh Towns through the provision of the Sanitation and Hygiene education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Urban Youth Recycling Project (Waste to Wealth)</td>
<td>25,873.00</td>
<td>Green Crisis</td>
<td>The overall objective of the “Urban Youth Recycling Project is to contribute to a sustainable waste management in Liberia. Youth Employment and Peaceful elections 2017. A clean environment is the basis for sanitary conditions and good health. The targeted project goal is to open up a market route recycling in the cities of Monrovia and its environs in order to render recycling financially profitable. With the establishment of a market, waste becomes valuable and a source of income for the residents of the Slums. In addition, a conscious use of resources and their recycling is encouraged. This project will create 100 direct opportunities for young people within the urban communities. And indirectly impact more than 100,000 inhabitants. At the end of the project, we hope to reduce, reuse, recycle, and refertilize 10,000 Tons of inorganic waste. This project activities are concentrated in the ten directly populated neighborhoods (Red light and Water side along the lead due to the location of the two largest markets in Liberia). The central collection point is in the Green Centre at the Russell Avenue in Sinkor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Equipment / Inventory to the Todee Magistracy Court</td>
<td>8,820.00</td>
<td>Panavista Ground Smart Shop / Smart Office Solutions, Inc.</td>
<td>This project is to support the efforts of the Government of Liberia in strengthening the capacity of the judiciary guided towards deconcentrating justice services nationwide. It aims at enhancing the quality of justice delivery at the local level. It will provide an enabling environment for the proper functioning of justice at magisterial level, thereby strengthening access to justice for the communities within the area and will enhance public perception of the criminal justice system when the delivery of justice services is carried out expeditiously. The project will assist in facilitating the relocation of assigned temporary magistrates, associate magistrates, court officials and administrative personnel to the completed court building in order to commence full operationalization of the Todee Magistracy Court.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. The overall goal of the proposed project is to conduct a further review and revise the Strategic Roadmap for national peacebuilding, healing and reconciliation.

2. A review the Strategic Roadmap for national peacebuilding, healing and reconciliation is nationally endorsed by stakeholders and ready for implementation by incoming administration.

3. The roadmap made more responsive to the current peace and reconciliation needs of the citizens of Liberia and considered as a national peace and reconciliation strategy in the address the gaps of national peacebuilding, healing and reconciliation as well as the structural root causes of violence in Liberia.

4. The objectives of the proposed project are to report on election observation:

   a) Direct: Approximately 200 males and 150 female students.

   b) Indirect: Approximately 5,000 students, parents, school administrators, community youth, etc.
75 03/VI/17  Provisions of capacity support to strengthen the LNP to enhance its communication network. Montserrado 25,440.00 BAM Canaries UNPOL The project envisages the need to strengthen capacity support for LNP as to improve its communication network. Technically, it seeks to provide overheading of CPE Radio Communication, and connectivity between all counties including the Regional Operations Centers (ROC), and will deliver a Training of Trainers on radio communication.

- LNP Officers incident Management and response at Regional Operation Centers improved.
- Information flow from Counties to Regions and Regions to National HQ improved.
- Incidents reporting mechanism and reduced crimes/accidents improved.
- Coordination of law enforcement Agencies at Regional Levels for Integrated Response to Incidents and Crime. Scopes improved.

- Information flow within the LNP: one case of operations at LNP OPCU enhanced.
- Skills and competent knowledge for the LNP NOC and OPCU improved.

- Direct: 8 Officers, including 2 female, of the Operational Planning Unit (OPU) of the Liberia National Police HQ
- Indirect: 4,067 LNP Officers within Operations Section at HQ plus the 15 Counties comprising 3,200 males and 750 females.

Project formally closed.

76 03/VI/17  Workshop for LNP/LIS Senior and Middle administrative Officers with dedicated administrative responsibilities on personnel management, administrative tasks and resource mapping Bong 30,264.00 EPA UNPOL The overall objective of the project is to develop the leadership and management capacity of LNP and LIS to enhance effective service delivery required for support to election security and decentralization of enabling services to the Regions and Counties.

- 102 LNP and LIS officers (30 per cent female representation) from six Regions, fifteen Counties and Headquarters trained in planning and managing of both human and material resources.
- 102 LNP and LIS officers leadership roles defined and taken, worked as a team players and interactions with peers improved.

- Communication skills utilized in the workplace to improve flow of information.
- Work plans for optimal performance and results, using effective time management strategies effectively structured.
- Mutual relationship and trust with direct supervisors and colleagues built.
- Organizational assets efficiently managed and resources to address areas of needs prioritized.

- Direct: 102 LNP and LIS officers from six Regions, fifteen Counties and Headquarters with representation of at least 30 per cent of female participants.
- Indirect: The entire personnel of LNP (over 5,000 including 986 females) and LIS (about 2000 including 776 females) and the general public as a result of improved service delivery by the security agencies.

Project formally closed.

77 03/VI/17  Strengthening border security and monitoring mechanisms for effective intelligence gathering and information sharing between LLEAs and regional neighbors Multi County 21,679.00 The Development Education Network Liberia (DEN-L) / Techno I.T Inc UNPOL The project aims to strengthen border security systems through effective mechanisms of cross-border information sharing and intelligence gathering between the Liberia Law Enforcement Agencies at the border level and the neighboring countries’ counterparts to promote real-time intelligence, surveillance, vigilance, monitoring and reporting of threats to national and border security especially during the electioneering period.

- Effective cross-border communication mechanisms in order to create functional interfaces built with the neighboring countries Law Enforcement Agencies.
- Communication with the neighboring countries to ensure real-time intelligence gathering, information sharing and timely response to border security threats prioritized by the LLEAs and their counterparts.
- Communication between Border Control Points (local level) and bilateral/regional level institutionalized and promoted by the LLEAs.
- Regular local (border), central and regional level meetings cumulatively between representatives of border agencies from neighboring countries at all levels enhanced.

- Regular local, central and regional level meetings cumulatively between representatives of border agencies from neighboring countries at all levels enhanced.
- High level institutionalized and promoted by the LLEAs and their counterparts.
- Regular contact and working relations of heads of Border Control Points with their operational counterparts across the borders enhanced.

- Intelligence capacity building promoted and awareness on regional intelligence networks to capitalize on experiences and knowledge sharing created.

- Direct: 100 LNP and LIS officers (100 males and 70 females) and 65 community leaders (30 males and 35 females) will be trained by the end of the full implementation of the project.
- Indirect: 1,810,250 border community residents (853,000 males and 957,240 females). Given that the community borders will be shown from border political districts, it is anticipated that this number of person will indirectly benefit from the sensitization workshop through replication effect.

Project formally closed.

78 11/VI/17  After Action Review (AAR) on Election Security Operations during the 2017 General Elections Montserrado 16,942.00 BAM Canaries UNPOL This proposed intervention “After Action Review (AAR)” aims to enhance professionalism and accountability mechanisms of the law enforcement agencies who have been involved in security operations with the 2017 Liberian Presidential and Legislative elections. It further seeks to provide field level support to the LNP who will collaborate with other Liberian law enforcement agencies to undertake security coverage for next stage of Liberian Presidential elections. Technically, this intervention envisages the need to improve the operational planning capabilities including intelligence and information management within LNP as to further enhance the cooperation and collaboration between LNP and the other law enforcement agencies involved in the election security operation.

- Professionalism and accountability enhanced by Law Enforcement agencies involved in Election Security operations.
- Coordination amongst Security Agencies strengthened to improve the election security operations.
- The effectiveness of security operations enhanced and best practices on the way forward identified to enhance planning capabilities for future elections.

- Direct: A total of 92 participants will be there in the conference of which 72 will be the law enforcement officers from the Liberian National Police (LNP) and 20 from other security agencies.
- Indirect: The program is expected to benefit about 7,000 LNP Officers (including 953 female officers), 3,900 LIS Officers (including 756 female officers), 750 LNPIS Officers, 500 LLEA Agents and 40 Executive Protection Service.

Project formally closed.

79 02/VI/17  Strengthening GBV/SEA provisions and network among students and PTAs in schools and communities Montserrado 28,857.00 Bistopur Liberia Gender Affairs Unit - GAU The overall objective of the project is to increase SGBV/SEA awareness in 20 schools amongst 600 students/teachers to be able to identify SGBV/SEA issues and carry out their education on it in their schools in the Red Light areas: Pipeline, Gbahueh, Soul Clinic, De-poor Road communities. Specifically, the proposed intervention will ideally proffer to attain the following strategic objectives:

- To increase already established girl’s clubs in ten schools by an additional 20 new schools.
- Increase knowledge and skills of 600 youths/teachers PTAs and Community members of (300 women, 300 men) (200) communities schools with 20 GIRLS/HEALTH Clubs established in how to track and report on incidences of SGBV especially sexual exploitation and abused taken place in schools and communities by the end of December 2017.

- Standardized reporting system on incidences of SGBV/SEA, accessed by 180 trained members of the GIRLS Clubs both in schools and communities.
- 60 members of the PTA networking group established to response to SEA issues in schools and included school communities; and
- 100 peer advocates, of 5members per school carry on peer education and advocacy in 20 targeted schools.

- Direct: 300 students (Girls 200, boys 100).
- 300 teachers (150women & 150men), and 100 community Leaders(50 women & 50men)
- Indirect: 5,000 secondary audience (2700male, 2300female)

Project formally closed.
40 20Z17 
Champions against Sexual Gender Based Violence (SGBV) survivors. 
Montserrado 10,600.00 BUCHAN (Depot Road Community HIV/AIDS Care Support Centre) Gender Advisory Unit (GAC) 
The proposal envisages the need to establish and develop 10 local female SGBV Champions to fight for and support 40 SGBV survivors and their families in 3 communities (Depot Road Community, City of Free Town Community and Chicago City Community) in their county to building. 
To also empower women to be able to stand up for their rights and to encourage and advise them about services that are available to seek justice. 
Expected Outcomes: 
• 10 trained SGBV Champions within their communities who can co-facilitate in trainings to building workshops.
• 40 women trained on their road to healing from past SGBV trauma as they participate one in one of the ‘Journey to Healing’ workshops.
• Quality of life improved for 40 women and their households - children attending school, there is food in the house, the mother (female head of household) is able to provide for her family through farming, soap making/handling; and other business initiatives; and
• Involvement of SGBV in 3 communities accessed justice as the result of established partnerships/external Mediation undertaken by Community Champions.

41 20Z17 
The Advantages of Involving Women in Electoral Processes. 
Margibi 21,115.00 Women Education and Development Organization of Liberia (WEDOL) Gender Advisory Unit (GAC) 
The overall objective is to promote and encourage the inclusion of women and women’s organisations in the upcoming 2017 general elections. 
The specific objectives are: 
• To educate voters on the need to support and elect women as law makers and create a platform for both men and women to participate in the decision making process.
• To identify challenges that hinder women participation as candidates and voters in the national elections.
• To identify immediate actions to increase women participation in the upcoming 2017 general elections.
• 225 women leaders, community leaders, youth leaders, religious leaders from 3 communities oriented to carry out advocacy and mobilisation of women to participate 2017 general elections.
• 1800 persons educated on the need for women participation in governance and planning processes;
• 225 persons supported the work of National Electoral Commission in mobilising women to effectively participate in the electoral process.

42 20Z17 
Creating Awareness on the Negative effects of Teenage Gender-Based Violence on men, women, Girls, and imposing them for economical change. 
Monrovia 22,901.00 United Kids Assistance program (UKAP) Gender Advisory Unit (GAC) 
The overall objective of the proposal intervention envisages the need to build the capacities of 75 HIV/AIDS affected girls and women affected by SGBV in three communities within two counties. 
To present a path reliant to combat Sexual Gender- Based Violence and abuses.

43 20Z17 
Grand Bassa 5,700.00 Women Education and Development Organization of Liberia (WEDOL) GAC 
In recognition of the 16th Anniversary of SCR 1325 and in response to the call in SCR 1325 urging cooperation with national and international women’s groups. UNEF and ECOWAS are proposing to host a Global Open Day, Partnerships for Peace. The Open day will be held on Tuesday 27th December 2016. It can be accessed at or per availability of Mission Leadership in Buchanan. 

44 20Z17 
Enhancing the coordination, collaboration and information sharing among national security sector institutions and civil society organizations in the 2017 elections. 
Montserrado 26,533.00 Liberia National Law Enforcement Association SSR 
The purpose of this project is to enhance the capacity of the county, district and national security council’s early warning structures in coordination with ECOWAS “is based on the need to enhance early warning and response capacity and mechanisms of the county, district and national security sector actors in the county in coordination with the ECOWAS’ incoming early warning Center.” In accordance to UNMIL’s support through its Annual Results Based on Budget (RBB 11.1.1) for the safe and secure environment in Liberia, it is important to continue, activate and educate early warning and response key stakeholders on the understanding and coordination of the local, national and regional mechanisms.

45 20Z17 
Conducting a national workshop to enhance the capacity of the county, national and national security council’s early warning structures in coordination with ECOWAS. 
Montserrado 19,280.00 Liberia National Law Enforcement Association (LANEJA) UNPOL/SSIR 
The project “Conducting a national workshop to enhance the capacity of the county, district and national security council’s early warning structures in coordination with ECOWAS” is based on the need to enhance early warning and response capacity and mechanisms of the county, district and national security sector actors in the county in coordination with the ECOWAS’ incoming early warning Center. In accordance to UNMIL’s support through its Annual Results Based on Budget (RBB 11.1.1) for the safe and secure environment in Liberia, it is important to continue, activate and educate early warning and response key stakeholders on the understanding and coordination of the local, national and regional mechanisms.

46 20Z17 
Women’s concerns in contemporary processes of peace consolidation, women participation, prevention and response to SGBV adequately raised. 
Grand Bassa 16,912.00 Global Women Liberia Gender Advisory Unit (GAC) Project formally closed.

46 10/6/17 Liberia Security Sector Legislation Compendium Monrovia 10,000.00 Liberia National Law Enforcement Association Rel. SSR The main objective is to widen access to national security policies, legislation and strategies that address both the effectiveness and accountability of the security sector are created for the legitimacy of State security institutions; trust between the State and the public; the protection of a person’s rights to security; and, in fragile States situations in particular, the protection of civilians. In Liberia, the new national security policies, legislation and strategies drafted with UNSMIL support, in the last years played a key role in the country, addressing the security needs of its people and the State, clarifying the behavior and responsibilities of State institutions in providing security and upholding the rule of law.
- Knowledge and awareness of the legal framework of the Liberian security sector increased through the publication and access to a compendium of national legislation, circulars, National Security Strategy, and the compendium of national legislation distributed to police stations, courts, and immigration and army posts as well as among civil society and government authorities, in all 15 counties of Liberia.
- Understanding of the National Security Sector new legal and policy framework increased within all 15 counties of Liberia.
- Capacity of key security actors to monitor the implementation of the new security legislation advanced and built in all 15 counties of Liberia.

47 10/5/17 Support the institutionalization of the National Security Council Secretariat Office through the development of an enforcement framework (terms of reference and work plan) Monrovia 16,241.00 Pay directly to vendor Office capacity and consultancy for consultancy
Rel. SSR The project main goal is to support the Government of Liberia to operationalize the National Security Council Secretariat Office through the development of administrative plan and provision of office materials. This project will enhance the capacity of the NSCS to perform its responsibility with efficiency and effectiveness building on the support provided by UNSMIL in the last years. It will provide the administrative skills and management framework that the NSCS requires to undertake its functions, thereby ensuring the implementation of the revised National Security Strategy and the functionality of the country and district security councils during the election period.
- Immediate assistance provided to the NSCS, which is the supreme security policy body in Liberia legally charged with the responsibility to provide strategic direction to the country, coordinate the implementation of the NSS, including responding and consolidating the information received from the country Security Council’s early warning structures.
- An administrative plan of the NSCS Office developed which will include TOR, work plan and budget aimed to provide proper and adequate guidance and direction for effective functions and operations.
- NSCS Office assisted with office materials and the hiring of a National Officer to support the NSCS to consolidate and address information and issues received from the 15 counties during the election period.
- Effectiveness of the NSC, its coordination, monitoring and implementation of the revised National Security Strategy, advancing its critical oversight function and its communication strategy.
- Effectiveness of the NSCS office around in performing its roles and responsibilities through information sharing and enhancing early warning activities in Liberia through the implementation of an advanced administrative plan.

48 10/5/17 National Conference on the Protection of Civilians in Liberia Monrovia 28,888.00 Independent National Commission on Human Rights (INCHR) Human Rights and Protection Services HRPS This project aims to bring together relevant government institutions and the United Nations Country Team (UNCT) to develop strategies on the protection of civilians (POC) in Liberia. The conferees will introduce participants to the United Nations Protection of Civilian Strategy in Liberia (UN POC Strategy), the legal underpinnings of POC, POC threats and response mechanisms; and to other relevant POC causes. The national conference is important in order to stimulate a conversation in POC strategies, which is necessary given the reduced support that will be provided by the United Nations in protecting civilians in Liberia once the United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) closes in 2018.
- Understanding of POC by government and UNCT actors in Liberia enhanced and Promotion strategies developed based on a broad understanding of POC.

49 9/27/17 Support to the Human Rights (HR) Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) Advocacy Platform on human rights monitoring, legislative oversight, and shadow reporting setting Monrovia 21,659.00 Foundation for International Deputy (FIND) Human Rights and Protection Services HRPS The activities will build the capacity of HR CSOs platform members on national and international human rights mechanisms which have been established to provide tools for those whose rights are violated or abused. The platform members will be provided with basic understanding of the human rights role of legislators, but also improve their capacity to draft and submit shadow reports to the different bodies and UPR Secretariat.
- HR CSOs Platform becomes fully functional and well-coordinated.
- 40 Platform members trained in human rights monitoring and treaty reporting skills.
- A human rights monitoring and regular reporting mechanism established.
- The members of HR CSOs Advocacy Platform established in south eastern Liberia (Krai Bullet, Gbarpaye, Bong, and Grand Bassa Counties).
- Regular annual reports on general Human Rights situation in Liberia produced by HR CSOs Platform.
- One shadow report drafted and submitted by HR CSOs Platform.

50 9/27/17 Policing, Sanitation and distribution of fruits of Corrections and Rehabilitation (SOCHR) standard operating procedures Monrovia 5,877.00 Human Rights and Protection Services HRPS
Sinoe County The intervention envisages the arrest need which profits to improve the level of awareness of human rights and role of BCR. It will further establish collaboration and co-work relationship between and amongst BCR staff, BCR County monitors, CSOs, and citizens of Liberia in general.
- Well-coordinated Public sensitization programs held in all 15 counties of Liberia namely: Montserrado, Lofa, Grand Compartments, Bomi, Gbarpaye, Nimba, Grand Bassa, Lofa, Sinoe, River Gee, Maryland, Grand Kru, Rivercess, Grand Bassa, Margibi and Bong.
- Copies of BCR Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) printed and jointly distributed in CSOs, Media houses, Human Rights related NGOs, justice actors, and county authorities, by BCR and INCHR County Monitors.

51 9/27/17 Policing, Sanitation and distribution of fruits of Corrections and Rehabilitation (SOCHR) standard operating procedures Montserrado 1500.00 Government of Liberia (GOL) Human Rights and Protection Services HRPS
Gedeh, Sinoe, River Gee, Maryland, Grand Kru, Rivercess, Grand Bassa, Margibi and Bong.
- Copies of BCR Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) printed and jointly distributed in CSOs, Media houses, Human Rights related NGOs, justice actors, and county authorities, by BCR and INCHR County Monitors.

Project formally closed.

Project formally closed.

Project formally closed.

Project formally closed.

Project formally closed.
51 09/17 Strengthening the capacity of Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) in monitoring, investigating and engaging nine actors to advocate for the promotion of human rights.

Montserrado 28,129.00

Human Rights Promotion Services - HRPSS

Human rights monitoring, investigation and engagement with nine actors is a key function of Civil Society Organizations. Monitoring of human rights situation, including public reporting and human rights advocacy also is also a fundamental tool to solve human rights problems, support the identification of adequate solutions, promote accountability and deter further violations. Many CSOs in Liberia lack adequate capacity to discharge these obligations. Therefore, there is need to strengthen the capacity of CSOs members by providing logistics and training in practical skills on human rights monitoring, investigations and advocacy. The overall objective is in line with IEC 23/5(2010) Article 11: Human Rights Promotion and Protection.

6) 50 CSOs (50% women representation) trained in monitoring and investigations of human rights cases.
7) One practical human rights monitoring field visit conducted in Grand Cape Mount Country.
8) A human rights monitoring and reporting procedure manual developed, published and distributed to all human rights monitors and CSOs.
9) One template for compiling information for the annual human rights reports in Liberia developed, and
10) Office equipment (2 laptops, 2 desktops, 2 printers, 1 photocopier, 1 camera, 5 office chairs, 5 desks, 1 conference table, filing cabinets and 1 utility vehicle.

52 01/17 Rebuilding the Riverton Youth and Children Center Youth to become functional and operational

Riverton 20,771.00

Citizen Development Association of Riverton (CIDAR) & Union Strong Group

Field Support Team - FST

This type of facility was missing in Riverton County. Therefore, the Center was established to offer a conducive environment for the youth, children and young adults.

- Youth and children center fully equipped and operational.
- Youth actively engaged in social and economic activity; and
- Security, Peace and Unity among the youth regardless of political or affiliation remained.

a) Direct: 50 CSO members
b) Indirect: 5000 disadvantaged persons in the population.

Project formally closed.

53 02/17 Reconciliation Dialogues In Support Of Peace, Consolidation And Improving Social Services

Multi County 41,895.00

Neypoote

Peace Consolidation Services - PCS

The overall goal of the project is to re-engage diverse citizens’ participation in localized reconciliation efforts. In pursuit of this goal, the project seeks to create the space for inclusive and participatory dialogues in support of reconciliation. The intervention will build on on-going initiatives by community groups bridge fractured social and ethnic relationships and work to reconcile the challenges facing Bong and Mafatee Counties. In pursuit of this goal, the project has the following specific objectives:

- To increase dialogues and interactions amongst citizens representing diverse social, political, religious, and ethnic backgrounds.
- To increase the space for citizens to identify non-violent approaches in dealing with social, religious and political differences.
- To increase the skills of diverse social groups in identifying innovative and localized mechanisms for reconciliation.
- To create the space for citizens to give feedback on the performance of the county service centers and make recommendations for improvement.

A five-year reconciliation vision and a county action plan in support of peaceful co-existence established.
Equal participation of women and men from different sectors in dealing with critical gender issues linked to reconciliation.
A county action plan for participating peacefully in the 2017 electoral process is established.
Participation of diverse social, ethnic, religious, and political groups in the counties’ development processes.
Totality, respect for difference and peaceful co-existence among different groups in the counties are visible after the 2017 elections.
Quality of services provided by the service centers is improved.

a) Direct: The direct beneficiaries will be 900 persons both men and women.
b) Indirect: The indirect beneficiaries will be 300,000.

Project formally closed.